
 

Elaan is a Bollywood movie starring Rishi Kapoor, Vinod Khanna, Shakti Kapoor and many more. A fourteen-year-old girl
named Elaan (Nisha Kothari) lives with her mother Sita (Pooja Bhatt), stepfather Bhokal (Vinod Khanna) and two sisters in the
village of Lohar-ka-Mohalla. She's forbidden to wear Western clothes or use Western products like shampoo or make up; but
Elaan longs for better things in life. To earn extra money she takes on sewing jobs for rich women in town, but her main passion
is singing. With the help of a local singer, who tells her that she has a lot of talent, she practices singing and one night the power
goes out. When everyone is trying to fix it, Elaan starts singing by candlelight and is discovered by an officer named Shekhawat
(Rishi Kapoor) who's there for a visit. He's impressed with her singing and offers her a salary to come and sing at his house
every evening - but only if she wears traditional clothing and doesn't use modern products like shampoo or make up. As time
goes on, Elaan becomes closer to Shekhawat, while the family comes to accept her for who she is... The music was composed by
Rajesh Roshan while lyrics were penned by Indeevar. Since where have I seen this movie? This movie was released more than
10 years ago in 2000. It's a good Bollywood movie. I think it was released on Dvd too. I don't know why it took so long for me
to watch this film on my own. This film had some really good songs that are still very famous even today in Indian culture,
especially "O Mere Sanam". But this film had some scenes that are kind of bad. It doesn't mean the movie is bad per se. I just
think the scenes are not suitable for children or teenage audiences. That's why I thought this film would be best to be watched by
adult only audience, maybe even over 18s only. But do you know how hard it was for me to go through these scenes? Not really
that difficult but still very difficult. But whatever the scenes are, they're still very interesting especially "Na Jaane Kahaani".
This song got a lot of love from people, especially Indian people in general and also from me as well because of my own
personal connection with these songs. Then, this film has some funny scenes that are funny for people of all ages. What I feel
about this film is that the flow of the storyline is really good. It's really hard to make movies with a lot of drama and comedy
within them so I think this movie has done it perfectly! The film is set in India so I think most Indian people would be able to
relate to the movie very well. The story tells about a 14-year-old girl named Elaan (Nisha Kothari) lives with her mother Sita
(Pooja Bhatt), stepfather Bhokal (Vinod Khanna) and two sisters in the village of Lohar-ka-Mohalla.
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